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Situation Explanation

Transforming to drive new 5G revenues. The operator wanted to be first to market with a 5G core so they could introduce advanced 5G services ahead of competitors. The 5G core brings innovations such as highly scalable network slicing which the operator needed to create new services that drive new revenue opportunities with consumers and enterprises.

To create new 5G services and compete effectively, the operator had to achieve a new level of agility. The 5G core's cloud architecture is designed for rapid, agile releases, but the operator's current organization and processes were built around traditional waterfall style releases that take months to complete.

The operator decided they needed to build a Telecom Innovation Pipeline which would allow them to collaborate with multiple network vendors to rapidly develop, test and deploy new 5G core features. The pipeline needed to enable releases in weeks, not months. While the operator had a clear vision of what it wanted to achieve, it lacked the expertise and tools to realize the vision and didn’t have time build them.

Blazing a new trail into the unknown. The tier 1 operator decided to embrace a completely new approach to developing networks and services. Managing a cloud platform consisting of cloud infrastructure and software-based cloud native network functions (CNFs) required the operator to behave more like a software company, a major change from its role overseeing a network of monolithic elements.

In this new role, the operator needed to have greater control of the software provided by their network vendors. At the same time, the operator needed to divest themselves of certain infrastructure responsibilities they had traditionally managed, while still maintaining visibility of issues in their network. These were big changes with no roadmap and no certainty of success.

Operator: “Does the new 5G CNF I’m launching break anything?”

The operator realized they needed a robust CNF validation approach to ensure their new cloud native architecture would perform as expected. With each new release they needed to be able to confidently answer a simple question: Does the new CNF I’m launching break anything? Because CNFs were delivered by multiple vendors, the operator needed a strong and neutral technology partner to validate CNFs across vendors, where interoperability was a critical concern.

Customer Profile

A tier 1 mobile operator, in transition to 5G, sought to deploy a 5G core in a multi-vendor cloud environment to enable faster innovation and position its 5G offerings favorably for the future.

Benefits

- Faster time to revenue: accelerated the launch of the 5G core by providing 5G expertise and a turnkey suite of validation tests
- Improved agility: new 5G core features can be developed, validated and released 3X faster than 4G
- Reduced costs: automated key development workflows and over 100 5G test cases, minimizing the need for new 5G resources
- Reduced Capex: 5G test infrastructure delivered as a service, avoiding significant upfront investment
**New requirements for rapid CNF validation.** The operator’s testing of previous generation networks had been focused on validation of collections of network functions in well-defined physical network elements. With the shift to the 5G core and its cloud native architecture, these monolithic network elements must now give way to individual CNFs that may be deployed in traditional centralized locations or closer to the network edge to enhance performance.

This flexibility requires that new CNFs are validated both in isolation and as part of an end-to-end cloud network. To enable rapid collaboration and development, CNF validation must be automated and seamlessly integrated into systems for tracking feature requests, creating new builds and managing the status of testing and bug fixes. This combined approach is called Continuous Integration / Continuous Development (CI/CD) and is considered a best practice for accelerating cloud software releases.

Adopting CI/CD requires new capabilities:

- Implementing a CI/CD environment for multiple vendors with a constant stream of releases
- Integrating automated CNF isolation and end-to-end validation tests into the CI/CD environment
- Emulating the network to perform realistic validation including interoperability testing of vendor CNFs

**Organizational inhibitors to change.** Three internal groups were involved in the operator’s initiative to create a Telecom Innovation Pipeline based on CI/CD: Technology Development, Engineering and Operations.

The operator faced several challenges to moving to a new collaborative model:

- **Technology Development** historically assessed the high-level feasibility of new technology but didn’t provide test cases or best practices for validating the new technology. This meant Engineering needed to create these from scratch, without the benefit of months of lessons learned from concept testing, a time-consuming task.
- **The Engineering test bed** was focused on LTE regression testing. Their lab was not geared for cutting-edge 5G core migration to the cloud and the team didn’t have the 5G or cloud expertise to build new validation tests.
- **The Operations team** needed to automate workflows to improve efficiency, but historically received mostly manual test procedures from Engineering which required additional operational automation work.

**The operator needed buy-in across the organization before the CI/CD initiative could begin.** Ultimately, these teams saw the move to a common testbed and automated development approach would address many of the legacy handoff challenges they faced and measurably improve their pace of 5G innovation.
**Spirent Solution:**

The operator selected Spirent’s Test as a Service (TaaS) Managed Solution. When our customers don’t have the expertise, time or resources to perform testing and assurance functions internally, Spirent offers a suite of managed solutions to perform these functions as a service. Spirent TaaS combines our test expertise, products and resource management capabilities into a bundled service that allows us to quickly deliver testing functions and seamlessly integrate these with other operator functions.

We began the TaaS project with our operator customer by engaging with key stakeholders from various groups to discover their requirements for implementing a CI/CD pipeline. Once requirements were agreed, we performed technology demonstrations and proof of concepts to validate our understanding and facilitate development of our managed solution operational procedures which covered people, processes and products.

We took a phased approach to deployment working closely with customer at each step. The following solution elements were delivered:

1. A CI/CD pipeline was built in the operator’s cloud environment to allow Spirent, the operator and the operator’s network vendors to collaborate. An agile project to integrate our automated validation tests to the pipeline was created and managed using the pipeline.

2. We deployed our core network validation solution, Landslide, and our cloud infrastructure validation solution, CloudSure, in the operator’s cloud environment.

3. We developed, automated and integrated over 100 5G test cases with the CI/CD pipeline, working with the customer’s automation framework and test controller to automate test scripts. An additional 250+ test cases are planned to cover additional test needs. Tests cover both 5G Non-standalone and Standalone modes.

4. We started with a validation test suite for regressions and then expanded this to include Isolation, Pair-wise and End-to-end (E2E) testing.

5. As new CNFs become available, validation tests are automatically triggered. Our automation scripts reside in a Git repository connected to customer’s test controller that recognizes new configurations, cloud templates, automation scripts and CNFs needing to be tested.

Spirent’s Test as a Service Managed Solution covered management, execution and automation of a CI/CD pipeline with automated validation testing of 5G CNFs and network functions virtualization infrastructure (NFVI) for multiple network vendors.
The Results

- **Accelerated the operator’s deployment of new 5G services.** The TaaS Managed Solution delivered critical 5G test infrastructure and expertise in a turnkey offering, substantially accelerating the operator’s path to new 5G revenues.

- **Improved agility with 5G releases that are 3X faster than 4G.** Moving from legacy network 4-month waterfall releases to agile 6-week releases enables the operator to adapt to changing market demands much faster.

- **Improved operational efficiency by automating validation tests.** TaaS has delivered more than 100 fully automated validation tests to date with hundreds more planned, reducing the need for additional 5G resources.

- **Assured new CNFs would work across vendors.** Our vendor-neutral position and rich suite of interoperability tests ensures vendor CNFs perform both individually and as part of multi-vendor end-to-end systems.

- **Provided confidence the cloud platform would perform.** Our TaaS solution included a comprehensive suite of validation tests covering not only the 5G standalone core but also cloud infrastructure and legacy LTE core networks.

- **Helped successfully overcome key skill shortages.** As part of our TaaS offering, Spirent provided the 5G test and CI/CD expertise the operator needed to create a pipeline for rapidly building, testing and deploying new 5G core functions.

- **Reduced Capex.** Avoided the heavy upfront Capex associated with purchasing test infrastructure by delivering this as an integral part of our TaaS managed solution.

Why Spirent?

The tier 1 operator selected Spirent because:

1. Spirent is a trusted vendor-neutral test and assurance leader already used by all their network vendors and cloud service providers.

2. Spirent is recognized as the leader in 5G / LTE Core and cloud infrastructure / NFVI validation.

3. Spirent has the expertise to help design and implement a CI/CD model including integration of automated validation tests.

4. Spirent brought a mature Test as a Service model which matched the operator’s need to accelerate 5G while avoiding upfront Capex.